Drugs Being Peddled Close to Tech Campus

By Tim Tumlin

The open peddling of marihuana, LSD, and other hard drugs is the latest development in a series of problems the people of Union Park have faced while under siege by a number of young people who come from other areas to gather there nightly. Yes, there has been no action taken by any police authorities who have jurisdiction in that area.

The problem has been concentrated around the location of the Royal Castle dinner restaurant on U.S. 50. At least two girls have been hospitalized due to their use of drugs purchased there. The manager of the establishment has attempted to discourage the sales of drugs on the premises, but his life has been threatened, the "No Leering" sign he had put up was torn down, and someone drove through one of his plate glass windows.

The manager of the restaurant, Ed Donnelly, said that he and many other Union Park residents and businessmen have been trying to rid themselves of this situation for almost a year with numerous appeals to local law enforcement agencies. They were told that the problem would be investigated. However, it was learned that there has never been an investigation of the situation by the authorities because the Sheriff's Department View Squad lacks the funds and manpower to conduct a full-blown investigation. It has been reported that the parents of some of the young people who frequent the area have gone to Tallahassee to try to get some help from the Governor.

There is now a Sheriff's deputy (Continued on Page 16)

Campus Glances

Join others in the summer of 1971 in teaching health services in South America. Travel and maintenance expenses will be paid. Contact Dean Sarchet, Dean of Men, for further details.

Rush Charge Hearing Set

An Inter-fraternity Council (IFC) hearing will be held Sunday to determine whether or not an FTU fraternal which has been charged with "violations of rush procedures" is guilty.

Kevin Wadsworth, a TRK brother and appointed prosecutor for the IFC judicial board, refused to comment on the details of the case. "I think personally that the charges will be dropped after the hearing," he said, "but I'm unable to give the reason why." When further questioned about the case, Wadsworth said, "I personally think there is no basis for the allegation."

The three-member judicial board of the IFC, four of whom are elected and the others appointed will hold a closed hearing to determine the validity of the charges. There are six rush rules violation of which can cause fracture of a "simple reprisal or a year's suspension."

Last year Tau Kappa Epsilon was convicted of violating one of the rush rules and placed on probation for a quarter. Wadsworth was also asked if his fraternity affiliation will have any bearing on the matter. His reply, "Mine won't."

The results of the Student Government elections for the office of Freshman Senator in General Studies is being contested. Alfon "Jeff" Nolle has contested the results of the voting, charging that his defeat was due to the use of his proper name (Alfon Nolle) as the ballot, rather than his more familiar name (Jeff Nolle). Nolle believes that the election results may have been different if his familiar name had been used. Jim Stringer (SG president) will certify election results next week.

In the Student Government (SG) elections only 769 to 900 students voted, considerably less than 20 per cent. Last year 22.2 per cent cast their ballots.

SG officials partially attribute the results to lack of publicity and the fact that many students did not know where the elections were being held. Previously, voting has been held in the library. Since the campus has grown, there is no central location now, and the VC Patio was used for the balloting.

Two errors were made in the rules. Appeals can only be considered the day after a decision. Further, it was learned Thursday that there was a four-way tie for the second seat. However, only those candidates who scored highest in the three, these three will face each other in a run-off election. Again, each of the qualified candidates received only 39.5 per cent of the vote.

8am Gammelshaler won the

It's In The Future

Yearbook suit still undecided

Meetings suggestions sought

RHA voted by Millican
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Hi, there. I'm Charles Millican. Who are you? (No answer). Are you thinking about coming to FTU one of these days? (No answer). Well, I'm glad to see you taking an interest in our campus. (State, President Millican) mapped our campus and was even able to show you the president's office the other day. Who was? You guessed it. No answer. (Photo by Steve Heitzen)

Nolle) Nolle believes that the classroom has really been a success. The lines have been long, and students have been excited to get a chance to vote. (Photo by Steve Heitzen)

Campus".

There were several close races among the declared candidates. There was a two-vote margin in the race for Freshman Senator. Daniel Beck received 31 votes, and James Jolley received 29. Barry Wilson won the Sophomore Senator race by a margin of one vote. Nolle received 20 votes, his opponent received 21. Wilson expressed surprise last Wednesday when he learned from the FtU Future that he had won.

Run-off voting will take place on November 2, from 9 to 4 on the VC Patio.
The Not-So-Gentle Night

It was a great relief to find that FTU officials were so seriously concerned over the mounting of an FTU cook at knife-point a few weeks ago. On the evening after the attack, the dorms residents were fully tributed and informed. The University Police, however, were questioned by a resident of the lack of proper security lighting in the parking lots. In reply to the residents, the University Police told a resident that a request to Physical Plant would be filed immediately.

The FtU reporter was told by Housing officials that the lighting was out in the residence hall. The incident occurred during the day and therefore lighting had not been a problem.

It was further learned that in the opinion of the Physical Plant director the incident occurred during the day and therefore lighting indicated nothing to do with the problem.

It is possible that a car was parked in the parking lot that day, which could happen at night in a totally dark lot.

The lack of official concern has been excused. Therefore, we offer some suggestions which we hope will last longer than University officials concern.

Do not go gentle into that good night...

Take your red staff and staff with you. They may comfort you in the valley of light that is the shadow.

...Soon the only people who will venture out into a dark parking lot will be those who carry knives of their own - then you won't be able to tell the muggers from the victims.

You must take the previous suggestions with as much salt of salt as you wish. But the seriousness of the situation still remains self-evident. As witnesses say anything on campus and dark must stray from night to night.

FTUer Helps in Life For

When he isn't preparing electronic experiments for physics and engineering classes at Florida Technological University, Charles W. Poston can be found much of the time at the University's Orlando, Florida, Naval Flying Club, which has given him a flying license.

Each Tuesday, members of the College Flying Team Donna of Gainesville for experimental treatment at the University of Florida's Shands Clinic.

A most attractive 25-year-old housewife has a liver disease that reportedly affects less than one percent of the population of the Cent- nation. Poston, an electronics technician in FTU's Engineering Research and Development, and a Naval Aviator, joined with other flying enthusiasts in volunteering for the weekly flights from Orlando after an appeal for transportation appeared in a local newspaper. Donna is unable to drive; due to her condition, and her husband must work each day she has treatment.

"The best part is news that Donna is responding exceptionally well to treatment. That makes all we do worthwhile," Poston, of 7220 Boca Blvd, Orlando, says.

Politically Perfect

Sally and Sue

Sally moved by a militant minister (He was bitten by a Birmingham police dog). Sue was moved by an anti-war poet. (Thirty-four per cent were Black or Other). Turned down a low-cost trip to Greece. And have always strived to be Politically perfect by:

- By giving generously.
- By picking poofy,
- And including, at every Christmas party,
- One posed mother, one well-intentioned homesteader, and the maid.
- They have always strived to be Politically perfect by:
- By telling the truth.
- By not repeating the same mistakes.
- By not saying "I'm sorry" when they are wrong.
- And when they are right.
- By not being a Sanctuary founder.
- And not being a Sanctuary member.
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Art Faculty Display In LLRB

If... 

ONLY FOR THOSE WHO CARE....
BUY YOUR CLOTHES WHERE YOU CAN PUT YOURSELF TOGETHER YOUR WAY.

THE Clothes Horse

FOR THOSE WHO CARE... 

If you don’t care, you won’t buy clothes where you can put yourself together your way.
What’s Your Problem??

(What’s Your Problem will be a weekly column devoted to answering your questions about almost any subject. If you think something needs to be corrected, but feel you can’t "Right City Hall," ask us, and we will either get action or an answer. Address all questions to "What’s Your Problem?", FliTo, P. O. Box 25000, FTU, and either mail them from off-campus or drop them in the inner-campus mail boxes.)

What is the law regarding faculty members of a Florida college participating in political activities? A Politically Minded Student

The law states that a faculty member may run for political office and participate in the political process, but he cannot use the classroom as a "soapbox" for the endorsement or idenitication of a political candidate or for giving his own political philosophy in the class. The only exception to this rule is in the case of a political science class.

Temporary parking lot 100 is in poor repair, it has gulleys and large rocks in the gullies. Because of the condition of the lot, I had to have $60.00 worth of repairs done on my car. Who is responsible for the maintenance of the parking lot?

AppARENTLY unknown to you, the dirt parking lots are repaired regularly. The repair consists of spreading gravel in the bad spots. Our next question is "Why don’t they pave the parking lots?" Then forget it. The next dormitory to go up (see that far into the future) will be on the same site and until then the parking lot will be there — gullies, rocks, sand, and all.

During the recent United Appeal campaign in our area major employers were listed almost daily in the local papers showing percentage and dollar contributions by themselves and their employees. Where were FTU employees listed? Why were FTU employees not contacted until one week before the end of the campaign and then asked to respond no later than three days following to not FTU’s part of the Orlando community?

Mrs. Keegan, Administrative Assistant to the Director of Personnel, says that FTU was represented by the major employers of the area. You may have missed this, though, because FTU was thrown in with a number of organizations and businesses in the area into the grand category of "Pacemakers." Please don’t write in next week and ask what a "Pacemaker" is supposed to be because no one around here knows. She also said that when the selecting area directors at FTU were briefed on October 5 no one said anything about a time limit so it must have been an irregularity in your area.

Stewart Udall To Lecture On ‘76 Book

Stewart Udall, former secretary of the Interior, will speak at 8:30 p.m. Monday in the Village Center Multipurpose room. His topic will be "1976 Agenda for Tomorrow."

Admission is free to FTU students and faculty, and $1 at the door for the public. Student tickets are for reserved seats, students and faculty are urged to pick up tickets now at the Village Center office.

Stewart Udall was Secretary of the Interior for eight years for Presidents Kennedy and Johnson. In 1969, he formed the Overview Group, an international consulting firm which works with national, state and local governments, industries and regional planning groups to solve urban and rural problems and create a better total environment. Udall is also the visiting professor of Environmental Humanities at Yale University. He has written two books, "1976, Agenda for Tomorrow" and "The Quiet Crisis."

YRs To Sponsor Mock Elections

The Young Republicans are sponsoring a mock student election to determine how the FTU student body feels about national, state, and local political candidates.

The same candidates appearing on the regular general election ballot on Nov. 3, 1970, will also appear on the FTU election ballot: Claudia Kirk vs. Roswell Askew for governor; Bill Cramer vs. Lawson Clites for the U.S. Senate. The state legislative races of local interest will be represented on the ballot along with the candidates for the county Solicitor’s office. Students must present ID cards in order to vote and the election will be limited to students of FTU only.

The polls will be open from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. today, with the results of the election being published in both the next issue of the FliTo and Saturday’s Orlando Sentinel. Results will also be broadcast over WFTU.

In our own way, we do.

As a candidate for the Florida House, Dist. 39 (Orange-Seminole Delegation) I represent a personal protest; a protest against dogma. I see the youth of Florida frustrated in their attempts to work into society; frustrated by closed minded people who seem to forget that they too are individuals. I see parents stuck with increasing college bills, taxes, and expenses. I also see our Senior Citizens ignored.

I protest.

My first action of protest was to file for candidacy. My second was to enlist one of your students as my campaign manager. Though young, he exerts himself as a part of society; a society he too wants to work and change.

Many of you probably know him. He works with Student Government and is your Resident Adviser. He is also president of the fall TKE Pledge Class.

There are many more of you like him. Express yourself.

The System DOES Work!
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Harvey W. Matthews — Kevin W. Wadsworth

"The Responsible Man, A Responsible Party"
Fidelies Sorority is selling "Spook Insurance" for those who wish to protect themselves from Trick or Treat demons on Halloween night. A 75-cent donation provides you with assurance that your yard will be cleaned up in the event that acts of vandalism occur. The Fidelies pledges will be doing the cleaning up on Sunday morning.

Fidelies are proud to announce their pledges for fall quarter. They are Marilyn Dunby, Linda Paglione, Joan Seagraves, Joan Santoro, Debby Daily, Mary Jane Shilling, Mary Jane Shilling, Fidelies.

On October 30, 1970, Insurance" for those wishing to Joann Seagraves, Joann Santoro, Debby Daily, Mary Jane Shilling, Fidelies that acts of vandalism occur. The with assurance that your house or A 75-cent donation provides you pledges include powderpuff football, money raising projects, parties, and a service project.

TAU Fraternity, after another week of sports activity, has now compiled a 3-1 record in intramural football. The TAU members have entered the playoffs, and they are up against the Canvas House for a chance at the state championship.

The pledge class of 1970 has been compiled and is being held this afternoon, in hopes enjoyed by all and increased the of capturing another title. In the line of service, the

Friday afternoon, the KEA pledge class will be holding a costume party at the home of Epsilon Pi Chapter of Delta Tau Delta at the University of Florida over for a social event in November; social events have been prevalent on the DT calendar as of late.

Two weeks ago, the brothers and pledges gathered at Seminole Park, and the DT calendar, the MYTHICAL, AND LEGENDARY ARNIE RAY did not make an appearance; however, a good time was enjoyed by all those present.

This past weekend several groups of brothers are heading for the blood Gator Growl and the TAU will attend a barbecue held in their honor at Sanlando Springs on

Wednesday from 9-11. A welcome party was held at the White Face Mountain.

The brothers and pledges worked hard on an intramural refreshments, and the brothers all enjoyed a good time.

The door and the arms of friendship and sisterhood are opened as Tyes enter meet new pledges.

Next Saturday night, the brothers and pledges gathered at Seminole Park, and the DT calendar, the MYTHICAL, AND LEGENDARY ARNIE RAY did not make an appearance; however, a good time was enjoyed by all those present.

On Halloween night, the entire chapter will be out in force, led by Fred Daniel's (no relation to Jack) and the Little Sister Social. Delta Tau is in the middle of their philanthropic project and a fundraising event for the college. They are doing something for the first time at their frat party, and it is sure to be a hit.

The brothers, little sisters, and pledges of Delta Tau Fraternity will be doing the final touches on the new house for the chapter, which will be dedicated on November 1st.

GRAND OPENING SALE! DISCOUNTS UP TO 40%

EDGWOOD SPORT CENTER INC.

WE OFFER NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATION OUR NEXT CLASS WILL BEGIN NOV. 2

WE ARE THE AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL USA DIVERS EQUIPMENT

COMPLETE SCUBA RENTAL - SALES - SERVICE UNDERWATER CAMERA RENTALS

- 24 HR. AIR FILL SERVICE - 5107 E. COLONIAL DRIVE 273-3373

(Across from Highway Patrol Station)

HANDMADE = LOVE

No gift is more appreciated than that which has time, love, and affection worked into it.

See our selection of needlepoint, crewel, and yarn crafts. Original tapestries, tinsel paintings, handbags, and flower crafts. Finished goods and gifts.

Assistance is always available in our pleasant surroundings around the corner from the Maitland Art Center,

Last Saturday Kappa Sigma sponsored a rare car driven by Kappa Sigma Alpha's President, John Smith, who competed at the Du-DeLand Raceway. In his first time out with his dirt track racer, he drove the best thirty-six cars and was only beaten by six other cars. In the feature race, John won the pole position because of his performance qualification.
Executive Comm. OK's Mascot Council

By Paul Stree

Last Friday the FTU Executive Committee met and gave final approval to the plans submitted to them by the mascot committee. The General Duty of the mascot committee as proposed by the executive committee was to implement the selection of mascot. This award will be given to the organization which puts forth the most effort in the way of posters, displays, floats, etc. to encourage students to vote for their selection.

The winning organization will be chosen subjectively by a selection committee based upon the number of postes created, the amount of effort expended to exceed their mascot to the student body. A mascot name will be given to each organization on a first-come, first-served basis immediately following the announcement of the ten semi-finalists Friday morning, November 6th. Organizations should send a representative to the FTU office that day where the first ten representatives for the Treasurers, sources, wind, or organizations may draw from the hat the mascot they will promote.

Funds for promotional material used by the Mascot Committee and prizes will be obtained from Student Affairs.

FTU radio has been given an outline containing the proposal plans of the Mascot Committee. A call for volunteers to work on the radio spots in the construction of the mascot has been initiated, and as of Monday, six suggestions boxes and posters which were made by a fraternity on campus are located in the FTU lobby. The ten semi-finalists on Friday, November 5th. Campaigning by the organization to promote a selected mascot will take place Monday, November 9th through Friday, November 13. General election to choose two finalists from among ten semi-finalists will take place November 16 and 17. The two semi-finalists will be announced in the FTU office on Friday, November 19. A tie between two of the three choices of mascots which the most did to promote a

Date: Time:
Your Name: 
Your Phone: 
Mascot Name: 
Why It Should Be FTU's Mascot: 

There are times when writing a witty, thought-provoking, deep-thinking, intelligent column is pretty tough. This usually happens to me when deadline time begins to roll around, and the eyes, mind and sheet of paper are totally, unequivocally blank. It is at times like these that burning issues seem only lukewarm, and great humanitarian causes pale into a routine and unimaginative. Sometimes, a little flashes in the brain, and a great idea is born. The heart races, the pulse quickens and the words tumble out. The result is a witty, thoughtful, deep-thinking, intelligent column.

Unfortunately this is not one of those times. Instead, I've been presented with random opinions and opinions about random happenings on campus. If you enjoy them, fine; if not, well, you can pay the fine and do it over.

Article: President Millikan recently rejected a Student Government bill which would have allowed Vice-President Brown's refusal to recognize RHA as a student organization. This means that WRA-MRA would be split into separate leadership opportunities for concerned, capable students than the one organization (RHA). The truth of the matter is that enough students are willing and able to participate in one organization, let alone two. Also, practically all projects by both the WRA & MRA are joint projects requiring more coordination and resulting in duplication of effort. In any event, RHA is officially a dead issue, but it'll be interesting to see what develops in the future.

Article: Last week's FTU had an editorial about the efforts of Student Affairs to close the communication gap between itself and resident students. This is commendable and a good first step, but a lot of talking and communication alone don't solve problems. Rational problem-solving and intelligent decision-making requires a mature give-and-take attitude on both sides. A first step has already been taken; let's hope somebody drops the ball along the way.

Item: Speaking of dropping the ball, if you think playing intramural football is tough this year, you're probably right. FTU football is rough to see off of one of those organized free-for-all's. The plays on the field have only one opponent -- the other team. The ability to have a decent game is based upon the number of players on the sidelines. So far, there have been at least four -- the two teams and their respective non-playing advisors. Just when deadline time begins to roll around, and the eyes, mind and sheet of paper are totally, unequivocally blank, you find that your fellow official who was 20 years old last year, has traded in his football for a law game that leaves him with the evil eye from your boss, Tim Gillis, Manager of Officials. It is at times like these that burning issues happen once a week with me, when deadline time begins to roll around, and the eyes, mind and sheet of paper are totally, unequivocally blank. It is at times like these that burning issues seem only lukewarm, and great humanitarian causes pale into a routine and unimaginative. Sometimes, a little flashes in the brain, and a great idea is born. The heart races, the pulse quickens and the words tumble out. The result is a witty, thoughtful, deep-thinking, intelligent column.
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“Victory!!”

“How Sweet It Is”

Gergley’s Grapplers Groaning, Growing

"After two informal practice sessions, I feel that the new FTU Wrestling Team (finally) has overcome its lack of wrestling experience and quickly develop a championship program with student cooperation, effort, and intensified fortitude," said Coach Gergley in a PuTure interview on Thursday, October 22.

He disclosed the start of official practice sessions at Lawson Elementary School, Monday through Friday from 4:30 to 6 p.m. Interested men need no previous experience to join the team. Coaches Gergley and Ellis will begin instruction with basic techniques.

The scheduling of intercollegiate "home" contests waits on the arrival of official practice sessions, but Gergley has decided on a tentative "away" schedule. FTU’s wrestlers may attend the Georgia Tech Invitational; Miami Open, and Sunshine Open tournaments. The last one mentioned takes place around Christmas and will probably feature five former Florida A&M champions as well as other teams from around the nation. Gergley also plans dual meets awaiting confirmation include those at Florida State, the University of South Florida, Florida A&M, University of North Florida, and lakes University.

At the end of February, Florida’s best teams will grapple for the FTU’s State Collegiate Championship. A possible post-season scrimmage will be dependent on the Florida Board of Regents, but was instead considered the norm for post-season competition.

Gergley praised FTU’s athletic director Dr. Frank Rohter and George Ellis, a 28-year-old Business Management major, served eight months as a volunteer "assistant coach." Ellis received the kick from the Tau side of the field to watch what was to ensue during the following 60 minutes of football.

Tau won the toss and elected to receive — the official rules of Chris Wilson kicked off for Chi Alpha, and the game was on. Abufaris of Tau received the kick and ran it back to the Tau 25-yard line.

Chi Alpha, anticipating an air attack formation, by Tau, moved middle linebacker Bob Hazelwood back, changing the defense from their usual 2-3-2 to a 2-2-6. On the first play of the game Jerry Wilmot of Tau threw an illegal block and Tau was moved back to the 10-yard line. Noticing how open many of the Tau were, Chi Alpha moved to unusual 5-1-2 defense.

Both sidelines were alive with excitement. From the Tau side you could hear things like "go blue machine" and "let’s go, AFO!" On the other side, Chi Alpha fans were cheering their guys on with "Let’s go, D!"

On the next play, Chi Alpha running Ed Whitmore and Hancock Ashby forced Tau quarterback Dennis Tice, Hugh Tompkins, Jim Mills, Whitacre, Steve Russell, Pat Kilian, Vanderwater. club sponsor, said.

With twice as many members as last year, FTU’s tennis club has begun playing tournaments in the Orlando area. Dr. Alexander T. Wood, club sponsor, said.

Mustering 13 regular players, the tennis club has started inter-club tournaments to determine what levels the players will meet outside competition on. Wood said the club is not officially recognized by the Florida Board of Regents, but was instead being supported through the College of Education.

Players include: Ralph Stowers, Jim Kelahos, Charlie Reing, Larry Whitmore, Steve Russell, Pat Kilian, Dave Ewald, Bruce Brassett, Dennis Tice, Hugh Tompkins, Jim Mills, Paul Evans, and Howard Vanderwater.

Editor’s Note: This is a "typical and most common of the many well-known and popular expressions of the form of an 'insult' or 'compliment' and not intended to convey an accurate idea of Chi Alpha’s possible mascot.

Drawing courtesy of Fred Wagner, Scuba School, Inc.

Before you wear out the pages of the dictionary, all the above means ‘bunch.’"
The Tau defense, composed of Wightman, Ashby, Hill, Staff, Mike Piegley, and Bill Rich, at the alternating line position, Hazelwood, Hazelwood, and Wilson at linebacker, and Weir and Wolff at corner, had allowed only 12 points in three previous games against tough teams in the league.

For some reason, Chi Alpha fired a long bomb on the first play from the Tau 10 with 1:20 seconds left in the half. Mark D’Amato intercepted it for Tau and ran it to his own 30. After Durkin passed to Abufaris several times for good yardage, Tau stopped Tau on fourth down at the Tau 35. A Tau pass at the field goal line was stopped on extra effort by the Tau.

On the Tau’s second offensive play, Hill hit John Kirk for 22 yards to make it 1-0. XA prepared to score on the Tau one-yard line. On the next play, Scott D’Amico slipped over to the goal line and Hill hit him with a short pass — worth six points. Tau defenders successfully stopped Hill’s pass attempt and Chi Alpha remained ahead, 1-0.

Wilson kicked off to Tau, and because of a missed catch, Tau began play at their own 15-yard line. Durkin threw to Greg Gavett for a first down on the first play, but a blocking penalty moved the ball back to their own 9. Durkin completed a pass to Wightman with a 21-yarder for a first down on the Tau 40. Durkin fired a pass to Mike Osborne for 18 yards as Tau prepared to score on the Tau one-yard line. On the next play, Scott D’Amico slipped over to the goal line and Hill hit him with a short pass — worth six points. Tau defenders successfully stopped Hill’s pass attempt and Chi Alpha remained ahead, 1-0.
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What went on in the "locker room" of these two teams during halftime is only speculation, but it could be the Tau were discussing their bad breaks and a general lack of ability to put the ball in the end zone when they got in scoring position. Chi Alpha couldn’t talk about offense too much, but they must have been worrying that the narrow 12-0 lead would go to their head, and with a potent offense like Tau, this could dissolve with two more minutes. The Tau defense was contrasted by the shocked and stunned looks on the Tau side.

Hazelwood and Leland batted down three consecutive Durkin passes — but he managed to hit Bundy for a first down at the Tau 10. Tau held, however, and XA punted — the only one of the game. Gavel gathered it in but was stopped at his own 28 by line play by D’Amico.
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Intramural Season Kicks Off

“All God’s Children”

SPORTS SHORTS

"FTU students interested in archery can now join one of two Country Meet clubs," Tom at 5:15 p.m. Entry forms were due in Worthington, FTU’s bow and arrow club. The club would be for Inter-Collegiate tournament, and sixty participants.

Worthington after 5 p.m. at The finish line will be at the area can contact It covers approximately 1.7 miles.

Those interested in target shooting circle at 5 p.m. except Mondays.

Ziuhlke at National Archery Association each team and several individuals, area interest archery. can now join one of two Country Meet Friday, October 30.

Champ, announced Thursday. have been ten teams and several members.

Worthington, who took first at individual. signed up "FTU's eastern Regional Mr. Renner expects between fifty than hunting. will begin at 5:15. The path run straight-hot.

Rather God’s Children"
Hello once again, sports fans. Having survived the last three weeks, traveling inexplicably, here I am once again bringing you the weekly Fearless Freddy Forecast.

WOW! Who would have ever thought that such a small column could have stirred as much excitement as this one has. Everybody wants to be number one — and in a league like this that's quite an accomplishment.

Did you know that in the Midwest most every college has a football team — most of all of them with less student body population than FTU? So just imagine with the student body we have the caliber of players you're likely to see out on our field.

If you've been out to a game lately, I hope you've noticed the increase in spectators at the games. Interest is high at Tech for football this year. Let's hope that the intramurals algae today are no fluke!

In the October 30, 1970, issue of the student paper, the Orange Bowl tomorrow week the column features KSA and Teke fanatics in the football spotlight. Faculty Staff is in the Funnybone spotlight this week.

KSA - A little Big Ten, by quarterback Jack Hurley, is the youngest team in the league. On defense, KSA features Joe Fannin at end and Paul Harkowitz at right end. These boys play big along with flanker Rick Smiley, Bob Harkowell, and Bozoir Kirkland. This year has been disappointing for the Kappa Sigs, but still KSA is the best of the "other" teams in the league. With a returning nucleus, KSA could be a formidable team next year.

Teke - Featuring the quarterbacking of Mark Denno, the "big red," poses a mighty offense, with the abilities of halfback Dave Sedano, ends Mike Murphy and Tim Gillis, and slot end Doug Storm and Dan Jacobs. Futll Worth rounds out the offense at center. Defense features many of those on offense with the additions of Fred Carter and Don Bagat. Teke defense puts it all together, allowing only 6 points in four games. Teke is formidable, perhaps possessing one of the best defenses in the league. Look for Teke to beat or near the top at the end of the season.

FaceStaff - Of all the Indie teams, Faculty Staff is one of the most improved teams of late. Quarterback John Davis leads the attack with flanker Rick Schuck, and Ken Reeser, respectively. On defense, look to K. Rist and Dr. Redbird to be right in there on the rush. As of this printing, Fae-Staff was undefeated. If everything goes like it has in the past, look for FaceStaff at the top of the gold league.

In the next two weeks, Delta Tau keeps up its marvelous record with two more forfeits to KSA and EEX, the only team they had a chance to beat. In the big one, Chi Alpha downed PAE 12-6 and came right back in the game of the year to down Tau 15-0. PAE bounced back with convincing 12-0 win over KSA. The TD's meanwhile had a losing end of it, losing to Tau 79-0. Teke II "2-2" had two games, winning over and losing to a formidable GDI team, 27-7. The Bombers moved closer in the Black League title with 13-4 and 24-0 wins over Teke II and Mauders, respectively. GDI opened the week with a 1-0 victory over EEX. CCC pulled out a win over Theta Sigma for the Rourmourners. Look God's Children's. 19-6. Teke kept up its record with an impressive win over EEX, 28-0, EEX forfeited to the Mauders. Theta Sigma bombed God's Children's 37-0.

And now, I, Fearless Freddy, will look into the future to determine the outcome of upcoming games for the week of October 30.

Oct. 2 - Pae 19, Tau 11 - the "big blue machine" blow a tire after the Tau game and the purple gang is mean and tough. Teke won't "2-2."

Oct. 5 - Bombers 21, CDII 14 - the Bombers in a close one.

Oct. 2 - KSA 11, TEP 7, ASA 0, EEX 0.

Oct. 3 - Mauders 24, Teke II 6.

Oct. 4 - "2-2" 20, GCI 6, PFI 14, Mauders 7.

Oct. 5 - Theta S 21, Teke II 0.

Accurate Arnie's Ray's Answer

Editors' note: Although Fearless Freddy goes out on a limb occasionally, a response of some kind is due today. This week, in response to Delta Tau President, Arnie Ray, now fit to challenge our Fearless Forecaster. Here's his reply.

It's bone-picking time for the Delta (Delta Tau Fraternity). We realize that he being a small-time apprentice newspaper armchair football quarterback protagonist, Fearless Freddy knows little about the merits of a football team and its players. However, this does not excuse his flagrant, baseless misconception of the Delta Tau football team.

In the Oct. 26 edition of this little-banded column, Fearless Freddy exclaimed that Delta Tau fielded "the world's worst football team." We ask you — how could any team which is quarterbacked by a member of two years in his third-grade football (the played end), has such stellar performers as Bob "Moose" Smedley, John "Sharky" Brooks, "Bronco" Chuck Schmidt, and Blaise "Golden Boy" Mis and which is coached by the MYTHICAL AND LEGENDARY ARNIE RAY, ever be the world's worst?!!

We will not tolerate any more of the reckless Fearless fare! However, we do expect everyone up here that we will be on the football field... in heart... if not in brutal physical competition.

SPORTS SHORTS

Fantastic Fearless Freddy Forecast.

Mike Brockman, a former FTU student turned professional race car driver, sits ideally in his Lola as his pit crew desperately tries to cure ignition trouble that caused Brockman to start 30 seconds behind the pack at the beginning of last weekend's L&M Grand Prix of Sebring.

FTU P.E. FACILITIES SCHEDULE OF USE

Maximum Roster is 15 men.

10:00-12:00 Volleyball Intramural Name Roster
12:00-1:00 Intramural Program Director, announced today.

Teams may be composed of any group of FTU students. Roster points out. A minimum roster of 10 students is required for team formation, and each playing team is comprised of six members. Maximum roster is 15 men.

Drawings will be held at 11 a.m. Tuesday in room 202 of the Physical Education Building. Rules and schedules will be discussed at this time.

A volleyball clinic will be held Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 11 and 12. Intramural play begins Nov. 16.

Entry rosters blanks, available around campus, should be completed and returned to PE Building 110 before 4 p.m. Monday.
To the BATT* poll, Robin! Here is your chance to show how you feel about state-wide candidates. If you’re not too tired from voting in the recent B.A.T. elections, you can demonstrate your feelings today in a straw ballot election on the VC patio.

The election is sponsored by the FTU Young Republicans but votes will be counted by one Republican and one Democrat to insure proper ballot security. Results will be announced during tonight’s 11 o’clock news and in tomorrow’s Sentinel. The balloting will receive TV coverage sometime during the day. Only students will be eligible.

Candidates to be voted on include Governor, U.S. Senator, U.S. Representatives 6th and 8th districts, Senatorial candidates, and executive positions. Also voted on will be several constitutional amendments including the 15-year-old vote and age of majority. So here’s an opportunity for students to show their true feelings on these important candidates and issues.

Of course there will be an adjacent booth distributing Republican literature, but all students are urged to vote for the candidate of their choice, so that a true sampling of FTU opinion may be obtained. This also provides an opportunity for Mr. Batcheler’s hundreds of members to run away with the results, so look out for all those Democrats flooding the polls.

Ballots will be official sample ballots from Dixie Barber’s office and care will be taken to insure that no one votes more than once. Polls are open from 8 to 8.

Apathy, of course, is the most formidable foe in any such undertaking, but it is hoped that interest in these races (some of them are very close) will be enough to stimulate a large response.

The same problem arises with the general election; as those of us who are old enough to vote, DO SO. Those of you who are not, urge your parents and friends to do so. The old saying like “If you don’t vote, you have no right to complain” has become cliché. But the simple fact of the matter is that they are true. Voter apathy has given us the lack of leadership and absence of order we have experienced in the past, and it promises to reap no better harvest than that in the future. Those of us under 21, if we think we should have the right to vote, should demonstrate our interest by doing so now.

Why not show the over-20 crowd that we are willing to back up what we say, that we’re more than just a loud-mouthed group of know-it-alls?

*Believers in American Tradition.

The Educated Man - Who Is He?

Dr. Charles N. Killingsworth, Dean of the College of Humanities and Fine Arts, stated to the VTUICP a few days ago that the concept of the educated man is obviously highly trained, but he may not necessarily be well-bred. He is an ideal man should draw strength from within himself and this strength should have been instilled in the individual since early youth. The best and the greatest of the past and present.

“The Educated Man” is a title of educational ideal the development of the “whole man.” Our aim should not be the preparation of a man merely for a profession. An educated man is one who has established a rapport with a Ph.D. who finds fulfillment in life and in his work, who makes a mark in the business world with his million dollar venture. Teaching the art of living is more important than instruction in how to earn a living. The ideal man will know how to walk the adversity by treading himself within and drawing on the strength that is hidden within him. This knowledge is as well as what he has in his hands. The elements of the arts, and the sciences.”

Nikonor II by Nikon - Takes pictures 160 feet under water without a housing. Ideal for all weather photography. Great on the beach. The only camera you don’t have to be careful with. For Fun “JUST ADD WATER” Nikonor II by Nikon - Takes pictures 160 feet under water without a housing. Ideal for all weather photography. Great on the beach. The only camera you don’t have to be careful with.
The halls are alive with the sound of music – at least in the Administration Building. The information booth personified thought of everything. They have installed a stereo system for the musical pleasure of the students, staff, visitors, and faculty in the Admin. Building.

A full scale attack on the polluted Big Econolochsches River has been launched. The Tech Team, as well as numerous other students with jobs that range from hauling to film making. "But we need the assistance of the community and public," Rose stated. "There are a variety of jobs that still unfilled. If FTU is interested in involving itself with its community as I think it, we should have to consider getting volunteers." Anyone interested in working with the FTU Eco Team, if for no other reason so he can tell his grandchildren he had a part in saving the river, is asked to contact Rose at 293-3994.

CAMPUS GLANCES

Contrary to popular belief, the FTU archeology department has not staked its digging hogs at the main entrance leading to Akinlayv Trail. Actually Physical Plant is trying to construct two large signs which will clearly denote the entrance to the university. Schoeder of that department says that the sign will be about four feet tall, made of brick and, of course, painted in black and gold.

Bravely facing snarling dogs andにする some feet, Young Republicans from FTU pounded the pavement to a thousand doors in the effort for good government on Saturday.

The cause was "Victory '76," an effort to elect Republicans to office at all levels of government, nation, state, and local.

"Victory '76" will continue now in February when it is hoped that the Young Republicans will be able to reach, by going door-to-door, many of the votes in important precincts crucial to the outcome of the upcoming general election.

FTU Young Republicans who crusaded for "Victory '76" were Dennis Keeler, Gene County, Paulette Geitz, Myrna Denny, Paul Kahn, Dave Brantmeier and Mike Johns.

Anyone interested in good government should seriously consider joining the Young Republicans. YE meetings are held each Thursday at 7:30 a.m. in GC 119. Further information is available by calling Dennis Keeler at 277-8466 or Oder Johns at 422-1555.

The Mechanical Engineering and Aerospace Sciences (MEAS) Student Organization is holding a meeting Monday evening at 11 a.m. on Thursday, November 3, in EN 418. Everyone interested in joining the organization is invited to attend. Plans for the remainder of this quarter and next quarter will be discussed.

An organization meeting of a proposed Public Relations Club will be held Monday, November 2 in room 318 of the Engineering Building.

The meeting is open to all students interested in public relations and is not limited to students majoring in Communications or public relations.

The club will provide an opportunity for students interested in public relations to obtain practical experience by helping re-campus organizations and the university with publicity. Temporary officers will be elected at the first meeting.

GRAIL N 1976 is Recruiting new members and is open to anyone interested in any aspect of public relations. For further information, please call Dennis Keeler at 277-8466 or Oder Johns at 422-1555.

The Sigma Pi fraternity held an initiation this past Wednesday night for the Florida legislature along with local, state and national government. The fraternity is part of the community it serves and is not limited to students assumed that there would belevy in order to relieve the property taxes.

The parking lots. . .

Bowl. About five hundred dollars was raised.

A project, called "The Florida is part of the community it serves and is not limited to students who want to represent have as its goal the salvation of the community. He don't want to represent have as its goal the salvation of the community. He doesn't want to do what was asked about the goal of the fraternity. Bobby has been active with Phi Alpha Epsilon in the spirit of fraternities. He has been active with Phi Alpha Epsilon in the spirit of fraternities. He has been active with Phi Alpha Epsilon in the spirit of fraternities. He has been active with Phi Alpha Epsilon in the spirit of fraternities. He has been active with Phi Alpha Epsilon in the spirit of fraternities. He has been active with Phi Alpha Epsilon in the spirit of fraternities.

The full quarter pledge class of Phi Alpha Epsilon has just elected their officers. Serving the newly formed Phi Alpha Epsilon are: John Harrison, Vice President; Chuck Schroeder, Treasurer, and Steve Milstein, Sergeant-at-Arms. The club will provide an opportunity for students interested in public relations to obtain practical experience by helping re-campus organizations and the university with publicity.

Temporary officers will be elected at the first meeting.

Tentative times for Fall of the Public Relations Student Society of America in Jacksonville, National Society is a honor society for public relations students.

Those interested, but unable to attend the meeting are requested to contact James E. Couch, assistant professor of communications. 

Jim Reed, a young Black candidate for the Florida legislature spoke before the Phi Alpha Epsilon on Wednesday night. Reed, 24, is a native Orlandonian who was recently graduated from Harvard University.

He spoke to students here on a variety of contemporary topics, delving into forced busing, the political system, and the 18 year old vote. Reed also stated that in order to finance a pilot project, including films, brick and, of course, property taxes, some discussion centered around the need for improved lighting for the campus.

Eventually, FTU will be well lighted. In addition to the case, preventing improved lighting at the present, Physical Plant officials say.

Actually, the matter of lighting is irrelevant to this case. The incident occurred in mid-afternoon.
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Yearbook Printing Suit Could Stop State Presses

In the latest court action taken by the American Yearbook Company against FTU, the company filed an affidavit by the counsel for the plaintiff, which was intended to retain the printing of the FTU yearbook until a court decision could be made on the original suit, could possibly mean the printing in this state.

The Honorable C. Young, presiding over the U.S. District court, said that if he did enforce the application it could stop all printing in the state of Florida until the Supreme Court could decide upon the issue. The court ordered the affidavit filed by the American Yearbook Company (AYC) was rejected for the sole reason that it was an out-of-court firm and if FTU had awarded that contract, then the company would have been violating the "Print-it-in-Florida" state statute. Representatives of the AYC are arguing that the statute is unconstitutional.

The counsel for the plaintiff, upon hearing the judge's interpretation of the affidavit, said that the suit should be referred to a three-judge federal panel for consideration as the appeal for the restraining order against FTU would be withdrawn. The attorney also said that it never has been the intent of his clients, the AYC, to disrupt the operation or distribution of the FTU yearbook, but only to challenge the Florida statute in question.

The suit also charges that the state of Florida and FTU, as a state university, since federal courts have jurisdiction only in matters involving $10,000 or more.

Labs of Lotz To Like

By Colleen Lie

It is quite an honor for anyone to be invited to exhibit in a museum. Throughout this month and during the first week of next month, Lotz, head of the art department here at FTU, is conducting a one-man show at the Jacksonville Art Museum. He is showing twenty-three pieces, fifty percent of which are new works produced this year. Most of Lotz's work is in a large scale. The work pictured here is part of the exhibit called "God Tall." It is pencil on paper and is four feet by eight feet.

I talked to Lotz last week after he returned from the reception given in his honor at the opening of the exhibit. When asked what he wished to express in his work, he said, "I'm concerned with documenting personal emotions and interior visions. I am not interested in documenting data from the external environment saved in the same manner as a still camera man. I find most of the visual forms produced by our society to be fleeting, wasteful, and useless; they hurt me, they hurt you, and they hurt my spirit. What I want to produce are images that are beautiful, joyful, sensual, and rich, hopefully, subtle in some aspect of the Holy Spirit." Russell S. Hicken, Director of the Jacksonville Art Museum says this of Lotz, "Stevie Lotz, after all, is master of his own expression in this work. He is able to control his work tendencies to conform with the strength with which he brings forth the imagery and with which he controls it... Though his work is spectacular in a technical sense, it is not facile in the perceptive sense. His technique is completely at the service of a powerful imagery." It is this powerful imagery that Lotz has that is projected in everything he does, from casual conversation to class presentations. He is one of the most interesting faculty members here at FTU.

Please, For Your Sake: Don't Park In The Dirt

By Chris Van Orten

Commuters to FTU have been getting stuck in the dirt parking areas on campus. Signs are posted on the dirt parking lots, but people continue to park at their own risk because that is exactly the situation. You continue to get stuck in the dirt on a busy day. Signs are posted to tell people the parking lot is full. Unless you can make it to the back, approximately three blocks distant, there is no parking. If you are late, approximately three blocks distant, the parking lot is no longer available, and you have no option but to leave your car in the dirt parking lot. The parking lot is stuck in an unauthorized area, as signed by a "No Parking" sign, the driver is responsible for getting out own car. Security will allow the driver to use their phone for a tow truck. St. Don Lee says that there are about 1200 paved parking spaces on campus, and about 4000 spaces available in the Temporary 10 and 20 areas, which are of a solid rock composition. These temporary spaces are large but are located in a different location, approximately 1000 feet distant, from the library. If you have to make sure you are stuck in a dirt parking lot, go to the fire lane. There won't be there for 15 minutes, in addition to the time it takes to pull out, so pulled it out, so it's a bummer.

Future Classifiers

FRESHMEN
JOHN BROOKS
SENATOR
The Cauchy Look
The brushed brown-in rich
Brown only! Home insert
As seen in Seventeen
The Orange Lion
Bowl
148 Park Ave. South, W. P.

FOR RENT
11502 E. Colonial Dr.
Ph. 273-0860

FOR SALE
Oakland 6-9206

FOR SALE
Yamaha 250 Scrambler - runs red strong, few blemishes, chain - sprocket. Front and extended 5 sprocket. Extra street tire included.

FOR SALE
$250,000

STUDENT WANTED
Wanted study partners roommate to share two bedroom apartment on La Alema Apt. Call 617-0551.

STUDENTS
Earn while you learn. Part-time contact work. Premium good money, invaluable experience..

STUDENTS WANTED
Wanted students who live in house to share room and basement apartment. Call 617-0551.
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Yamaha 250 Scrambler - runs red
strong, few blemishes, chain -
sprocket. Front and extended 5
sprocket. Extra street tire included.

FOR SALE

$250,000

STUDENT WANTED
Wanted study partners roommate to
share two bedroom apartment on
La Alema Apt. Call 617-0551.

STUDENTS
Earn while you learn. Part-time contact work. Premium good money, invaluable experience.

STUDENTS WANTED
Wanted students who live in house to share room and basement apartment. Call 617-0551.

Events
VC Fashion Show Battle of Midi Vs. Mini

Fashion '70 was the theme of the Midi vs. the Maxi vs. the Mini Fashion Show held October 27 in the Multi-Purpose Room. Attire for the first Village Center-sponsored fashion show of the fall quarter was furnished by S.H.E. of Winter Park. Pictured above are commentator Mary Ann Erben and Susan Autrey, modeling maxi outfits.

Susan Autrey parades down the ramp in a stunning pants outfit as a receptive audience looks on with delight.

Nicki Jackson shows a combination of bravery and rebellion by modeling a controversial midi ensemble.

We Bid All Greek Gals Welcome

Bids were released and smiles and tears were abundant. Rushees-turned-pledges run down the stairs to the sororities that have presented them with bids.

New pledges are welcomed with screaming and hugging as another sorority rush comes to an end.

Sorority rush ... a time for meeting new people ... making friends ... laughing ... crying ... happiness ... and good old-fashioned fun. Last Saturday saw sisters and prospective sisters meeting on common ground as official bids were given out.
CAMPUS GLANCES

George Lasso has been appointed to the Village Center board of directors by the Student Government. As a member of both SG and VC, he will serve as liaison between the two organizations. Kern will have the same voting rights as other members of the VC board, but will not have departmental duties.

Kern is a new FTU student, coming from Seminole Junior College, Sanford.

Several weeks ago rumors were spreading around the area to the effect that FTU would be buying additional land around the campus. However, several people are interested in buying land to the university. Concerning this prospect, no additional information is available at this time.

The Village Center has scheduled the date and location of the Spring Formal. The dance will be held in conjunction with the Miss FTU Pageant in the Suppergaze Auditorium on Friday, May 28.

CAMPUS GLANCES

If you didn’t know it already, campus mail delivery has been curtailed by the lack of OPS help in Physical Plant. All office mail will have to be hand delivered by office personnel within their respective buildings.

“Security is making money by giving tickets to all those who can’t find places to park,” stated a Letter to the Editor from the 10:56-70 FTU_r. This is not true. Money from traffic fines goes to the Loans and Scholarships Fund, Account No. 3019 in the Finance and Accounting Department.

George Keen has been appointed President of FTU, stated the Vice President of FTU, stated the university is not interested in giving tickets to all those who can’t find places to park...”

With this coupon and you’ll receive a genuine body shirt for $1.98

Y.B.

This writer was fortunate enough last week to talk with the Republican chair of command and experience their “Strategy of Frustration and Frustration & No Standards.” I approached the Orange County president of the Young Republicans, attempting to have him jointly endorse the 18-year-old vote along with me. This was met with a refusal to let his county president endorse the 18-year-old vote along with me. This would establish it as a non-partisan issue, but I was met with a refusal to let his county membership or any of this age participate directly in our democratic process and was informed they were taking no stands. This was echoed throughout my discussions.

I talked with the Republican State chairman, who would only state that “a strong two-party system is needed.”

Now that evangelicals who faced with questions?

I attempted to wish Mr. Kirk and Mr. Cramer good luck in their attempts to beat both good Democrats, but only received that familiar look of arrogant “courage” and from Mr. Cramer there was a portrayal of “this is my state.”

My most rewarding candidate to question was Thom Rumbarger, Republican candidate who is opposing Senator Robert Shevin for Attorney General. Upon questioning him why he was running, he replied, “I’m running because I’m Israel.” I couldn’t figure it out either, but that is about the most dynamic statement he made in the entire session. Well, we now see the strategy behind the Republican campaign, but now let’s view a few facts.

Mr. Rumbarger has not attacked Senator Shevin’s immediate crime-fighting legislation and drug programs, but has only attacked what he is and where he lives. He probably feels it would solicit information as: “Mr. Rumbarger was Brevet County Prosecutor for three months in which 1469 injury forms were filled and he lost 60%,” and this shows no experience in crime-fighting. Shevin will not evade the issue but will call for speedy trials and swift and sure punishment in order to deter crime in Florida. Shevin has called for a drug education-rehabilitation program in order to assist, not just to punish, and Rumbarger continues to run because he’s hired. The Republican Party brought in the vice-president to slander Florida and simultaneously call for a return to state government. Strom Thurmond is now on the court — good advice from successful South Carolina on how to run a state. Mr. Agnew stated a harsh and brutal law that Chiles for walking and going to the people, learning the problems and discontent of his future constituency. He claims he wants a man who “stands” for something. Bill Cramer does stand for something and so did an average of 65% of the Republicans when in 1968 they stood against: Medicare, Social Security, anti-poverty, minimum wage, civil rights, housing, education and other requirements of a better America. I agree with Agnew that Kirk and Mr. Cramer have not attacked democracy and Mr. Agnew attacked Watson Chiles for walking and going to the people, learning the problems and discontent of his future constituency.

Mr. Agnew attacked Senator Shevin’s immaculate portrayal of the new type Democrat. Shevin’s immaculate portrayal of the new type Democrat. Bill Cramer’s portrayal of the new type Democrat.

There is one simple fact. Florida requires the money to meet its budget in order that we may grow with pride and prosperity. A vote for Kirk will assure that you live a lie of a promised no new requirements of a better America. I agree with Mr. Agnew that Kirk and Mr. Cramer have not attacked democracy and Mr. Agnew attacked Watson Chiles for walking and going to the people, learning the problems and discontent of his future constituency.

Mr. Agnew attacked Senator Shevin’s immaculate portrayal of the new type Democrat. Shevin’s immaculate portrayal of the new type Democrat. Bill Cramer’s portrayal of the new type Democrat.

There is one simple fact. Florida requires the money to meet its budget in order that we may grow with pride and prosperity. A vote for Kirk will assure that you live a lie of a promised no new requirements of a better America. I agree with Mr. Agnew that Kirk and Mr. Cramer have not attacked democracy and Mr. Agnew attacked Watson Chiles for walking and going to the people, learning the problems and discontent of his future constituency.

Bill Cramer’s portrayal of the new type Democrat.

There is one simple fact. Florida requires the money to meet its budget in order that we may grow with pride and prosperity. A vote for Kirk will assure that you live a lie of a promised no new requirements of a better America. I agree with Mr. Agnew that Kirk and Mr. Cramer have not attacked democracy and Mr. Agnew attacked Watson Chiles for walking and going to the people, learning the problems and discontent of his future constituency.

Bill Cramer’s portrayal of the new type Democrat.

There is one simple fact. Florida requires the money to meet its budget in order that we may grow with pride and prosperity. A vote for Kirk will assure that you live a lie of a promised no new requirements of a better America. I agree with Mr. Agnew that Kirk and Mr. Cramer have not attacked democracy and Mr. Agnew attacked Watson Chiles for walking and going to the people, learning the problems and discontent of his future constituency.

Bill Cramer’s portrayal of the new type Democrat.
This stand of trees is a perfect setting for a photo of this week's Friday Girl. JoAnn Kavanaugh, a brown-haired, 18-year-old Freshman dorm student is an outdoors gal from the word go. JoAnn loves all kinds of sports, but particularly loves water skiing, tennis and horseback riding. JoAnn adores horses and all animals for that matter. That's why the Cocoa Beach resident is a Pre-Vet major. Got any slick cats you'd like JoAnn to take a look at? (Don't look now, gals, but the FuTuRe's raving photographer may be looking at you right now. ready to pop the question. Would you like to be next week's Friday Girl in the FuTuRe?)

Camelot - Repulsion

Preview:

Camelot is a long thin piece, a film by Joshua Logan based on the English King Arthur myth. The music and adaptation was done by Lerner and Lowe.

The best single thing about the film is the acting. It is indeed difficult for the actor in a musical to make his role believable and this is the inspiration, the performances of the cast in general and in particular are commendable. The story itself is sentimental, but not to the point of being maudlin.

Once in a lifetime chance to buy Receivers - Amps - Tape Decks and Speakers at fantastic prices. Up to 50% off. Many name brands, never before offered at these prices. CLOSEOUT on all NEW Scott Receivers:

Scott 340C
Reg. 207.95
Sale 199.95
Scott 341
Reg. 207.95
Sale 199.95
Scott 386
Reg. 285.95
Sale 279.95
Scott 388
Reg. 285.95
Sale 279.95

MIDNIGHT ROBBERY

SALE

YOUR THE THIEF-EVERYTHINGS A STEAL

Once in a lifetime chance to buy Receivers - Amps - Tape Decks and Speakers at fantastic prices. Up to 50% off. Many name brands, never before offered at these prices. CLOSEOUT on all NEW Scott Receivers: